Jacobs ignition system

High Performance Ignition Packs. Australian Retail Prices. Back to Products Page. Jacobs'
computer controlled ignitions modify spark output in response to changing environment and
running conditions. US Patent 3,, By tailoring spark voltage, duration and phase angle for each
cylinder on every power stroke, all Jacobs Electronics' computer-controlled ignition systems
are guaranteed to improve performance, gas mileage, engine life and lengthen intervals
between tune-ups. Produces the absolute maximum in power, low and high end torque, mileage
and engine life. The Pro Street Energy Pak uses variable spark technology to provide the
correct amount of spark for all engine conditions including accelerating, decelerating, cruising
and idling. RPM to 8, Use for street and race applications whenever maximum performance and
MPG is needed. RPM to 7, Particularly suitable for utility and 4WD, large or heavy vehicles and
any applications where economy is a concern. In response to demand for performance products
just for imports, Jacobs Electronics has developed the i. Exclusive features are: "start retard".
The Pro Street Ultra Team is best suited for Vortec applications, street performance and
heavy-duty applications. It is guaranteed to deliver a dramatic improvement in horsepower and
driveability torque. All components are factory coordinated for quick, easy installation. Ideal for
around town, highway, car, pickup, RV, general and fleet transportation. The DIS system is fully
weather, vibration, and heat-resistant. A six-foot connection harness allows for mounting in
numerous locations depending on the vehicle. No cutting or splicing of the vehicle's harness is
required. Legal for installation on pollution controlled vehicles. The FC is the perfect place to
start a performance buildup for almost any vehicle. It combines power, precision, control and
durability in one extremely versatile package. Import or domestic, forced induction, nitrous or
stock the FC delivers the best performance and value for almost any application. The C-4 coil
allows for greater spark outputs than conventional coils due to its unique Variable Magnetic
Core. Only the C-4 offers the flexibility to operate vehicles from stock to full race with just one
coil! The coil's "smart" core actually reacts under load and compensates with a hotter spark!
This smooth, rock steady voltage unleashes your audio amplifier or radio transmitter's full
potential. All noisy voltage from the vehicle's electrical system is actively stepped up and
filtered at 60, corrections per second. The resulting sound improvement is awesome! Nitrous
Mastermind always delivers full engine protection from nitrous damage. With more consistent
and lower ETs, Nitrous Mastermind fits all nitrous systems, and safely allows use of bigger
nitrous systems for more safe, usable horsepower. Attractive high-tech design, Judged by Car
Craft as "One of the best new products. Nitrous detonation: Switches in a retard timing curve
only when nitrous is flowing. Over-revving: Stops flow of nitrous 50 rpm before limiting the
spark, preventing exhaust system damage. Since , Jacobs Electronics has led the aftermarket
ignition industry with the most innovative and technologically advanced line of products on the
market. Christopher Jacobs, inventor of the line, holds 23 worldwide patents in electronics,
including some on cardiac pacemakers. His technical expertise, backed by a Ph. The result of
Dr. For the smoothest, quietest street performance and the most significant improvement in
mileage, we recommend the Mileage Master Ultra Team. Designed initially for Ford Explorer, F
and Expedition, Jacobs Electronics DIS Ignition System offers substantial performance and
mileage increase for later model vehicles that no longer use distributors. An analog,
multi-spark, high performance capacitive discharge ignition concept designed for the real
world. C-4 COIL. The biggest breakthrough in nitrous systems in 25 years. Over-torquing:
Prevents nitrous flow at too low an rpm, even if you accidentally activate it at idle. Immediately
after installation, noticeably quicker starts, extended mileage, and smoother running will result.
Only with Jacobs are the sparkplug boots "vulcanized" fused together with the wires' own
insulation into one pure silicone piece. Only Jacobs marks "pure silicone" on its wires. Heat
resistance tested at 65, volts at rated temperature of degrees for 1, hrs. Jacobs is the only
manufacturer that vacuum-deposits a Teflon coating evenly over the entire length of the wire.
This improvement protects against such contaminants as oil and other caustic agents.
Demonstrably better than old-fashioned silicone fiber core wire resistance rating: ohms per foot
or less vs. The ability, at the time of installation, to hand-bend the angle of the sparkplug
terminal even into an "S" to assure maximum clearance between the sparkplug boot and the
exhaust manifold or header. Jacobs spent years developing Ceramic using the same
technology as NASA on their space shuttle heat shields. The result is a ceramic boot, good to
over degrees, rugged as cast iron, and with four times the voltage retention of any previous
wires. Also, the wires' patented super-conducting metal core significantly increases spark
energy while fully suppressing radio noise. THE DR. Christopher A. Jacobs, Ph. In this complete
page book, Dr. Back to the top. Log in or Sign up. Registration trouble? Please use the "Contact
Us" link at the bottom right corner of the page and your issue will be resolved. Jacobs Ignition
System? Feb 1, Joined: Sep 20, Messages: 9, Any of you guys have thoughts on these? I have
an opportunity to get one pretty cheap. The guy selling it says it's junk and does nothing.

Someone else I know swears by it. I've never had the chance to see a vehicle with it in person.
Joined: Sep 20, Messages: 3, Joined: Nov 6, Messages: 4, No experience with a Jacobs setup. Is
it like an MSD? For free I'd grab it just to play with. But then of course I have a Jeep to put it on.
It's for the TJ. Don't know how cheap, seller just wants it gone. Yes, similar to MSD. Joined: Sep
22, Messages: 5, I didn't know Jacobs ignition units sent multiple sparks to the plug. Mcruff ,
Feb 1, I thought that was what they did. Least that was the impression I got from the guy who
liked it. If that's not what they do, then what do they do Mike. I went to there sight and read up
on some of there stuff, it looks like there fire control ignition boxes are a multi spark like the
MSD unit. I was trying to find that information on their site after you posted your initial post.
FAQ had NO information in it. Sparky there is a section of "download instructions" that gives a
basic discription of what the components in the system do. Joined: Oct 30, Messages: Sparky, I
used an Omni-Magnum and Jacobs plug wires with my stock points distributor and didn't like it
much. I had a problem with the spark arcing to the other terminals inside the cap. Didn't happen
all the time, when it was working good, it did add some power over the stock coil, but when it
wasn't working good, the engine ran poorly. I got frustrated with it and switched back to the
factory ignition. I've been thinking about switching to a HEI setup lately, but don't have the
money right now. Oh sure, installation instructions are the first place I look for "what's it do" on
a website. Oh, Boyink! Thanks Mike. Joined: Sep 23, Messages: I installed one on a Nissan
Pathfinder once. I can't remember the exact package I got, but it was pretty much "the works"! I
wasn't very impressed with it, to be honest. I made a lowball offer for it. I read enough good
stuff to make me try it if I can get it cheap. Joined: Sep 22, Messages: If memory serves me
correctly, the big selling points was the HP and mileage increase, along with "virtually curing"
all ignition system problems. Used to be you could call their tech support number and they
could give you the numbers for the vehicle in question. When I crunched the numbers and
figured the cost, it didn't make much sense to me to use on the CJ Who the heck knows cares
what my HP is. Just my. Chris Insull , Feb 1, Joined: Feb 2, Messages: Sparky: Never used their
ignitions, but have used their wires and dial back timing lights. All were quality items. If you can
get it cheap, go for it. James P. Enderwies , Feb 1, Joined: Aug 12, Messages: 1, The ignition
unit was good quality and worked well also. And, I used their plug wires. It's worth reading if
you get a chance. Lynn, you said you've had a Jacobs coil for years. Is that for your HEI? I'd be
very interesting in replacing the very old coil in my HEI with a Jacobs coil. AKCJ , Feb 1, Feb 2,
Joined: Aug 11, Messages: I put a mileage master unit and wires on my newly built back in It
went on new with the motor so didn't get to compare it without. I also run an MSD on my jeep.
Personally, I don't think I would spend the money on either again. Not that they didn't work, but I
am not sure how much they really help. Of course in both cases I was running an HEI already,
maybe a different stock ignition would see more benefit? My blazer has been sitting at my
friends house on the mainland for the last 5 years, he had a problem with the Jacobs box
groudn wire I think so he just disconnected it. Maybe I'll get home on leave this year and get the
monster running needs a battery and drive it without the jacobs. I will say I believe in using
quality plug wires. I would go with either, whichever is cheaper or easily available or matches
your color scheme??!! I also ran a jacobs omni pak on a toyota 20r. It worked fine for about a
year, and then had a problem. There was a spark plug wire that went on the stock coil that had a
pigtail that just went to ground. I don't know what it did exactly, but after a year, where the spark
plug wire mated to the grounding pigtail developed a open circuit and big sparks would arc out
to ground. When I called Jacobs they wanted some absurd amount for the part and were rude to
boot. I rate their consumer support a 0 on a scale of 1 to The milage master unit did have a neat
anti theft feature. You could set it and then if someone started the vehicle without pushing the
secret button within so many seconds, the vehicle would run for about a minute and then shut
off and not start back up. Supposedly this would put the carjacker out of the driveway parking
lot and into traffic, now with a stalled vehicle making a spectacle. Also it makes the charge
grand theft rather than vandalism if he couldn't get it started at all, because the car moved
according to the ad copy. I believe at one time it was available separately as "stop theft" or
something. Guess it doesn't matter much. Guy just said "Make me an offer" I did, the snotty
response I got back was "I'll take my chances on E-bay". Precisely why I require prices here.
You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your
name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my
password is: Forgot your password? New Posts. While trying to find a starting problem , I also
installed a Jacobs Mileage Master. The Mileage Master was supposed to give me quicker starts,
higher fuel economy, and more power. Quicker starts? Higher fuel economy? More power?
Untimely failure which masked my CPS fix and caused me to waste lots more time and money?
Yes, yes, yes! At the initial stages of debugging what eventually turned out to be the CPS
problem, I carefully switched between the original ignition and the Jacobs ignition schemes.

Whenever the car wouldn't start, it wouldn't start with either system; likewise, if the car started,
it started with either system. Eventually, I convinced myself that the Jacobs system was reliable
and was not contributing to the problem. I left the Mileage Master hooked up while I continued
to track the starting problem. Perhaps the Jacobs system has a mind-reading function that
detects when you've dropped your guard? After soldering the old CPS this step actually fixed
the problem , then replacing the CPS altogether what a pain and soldering it in place One of my
more cautious friends suggested bypassing the Jacobs stuff. He would not be so easily
swayed. So we connected the original coil straight to the distributor cap, and I got the whole
package. Over the period of a week, I worked closely with Jacobs tech support trying to find out
where the problem was. They wanted to send me a new unit right away. In hind-sight, this tells
me that their units fail frequently, in which case I would have another failure-prone system with
me on the trail. I wanted to debug the system to make sure the problem wasn't with my XJ or my
installation. So, we tried everything from checking the hard-to-see debug LED lights on the unit
to replacing the battery. Finally, it became clear that the Mileage Master was defective. Here's
where the real trouble starts. They would take the system back, but I would be charged a
"re-stocking" fee. After busting my butt to confirm that their system was broken, I have three
problems:. One: Try as I might, I could not convince the tech support person that you can't
charge a re-stocking fee for a part that's broken. The hilarious part of this ping-pong match was
his insistence that I had been told about the fee. I bought it over the internet. Tell me where on
your web site this policy is listed. It's written in all our magazine ads. Two: My old cap, rotor and
wires were fine. Unfortunately, some of the old wires broke removing them to make room for the
excellent, but too expensive Jacobs wires. Three: The Jacobs Mileage Master is broken and I'm
damn sure going to get a full refund, including shipping. Q: I wish to be severely taunted by my
friends and other 4x4 enthusiasts who look inside my engine compartment. What should I do?
A: Buy a Jacobs Electronic ignition! A: Buy a Jacobs system, then after it fails within 30 days
try to return it! Q: Surely Jacobs systems are wonderful and worthwhile! Aren't you just a bitter
sour-puss looking for reasons to complain? A: Right. Unconquerable misery is my favorite
pastime! After being tortured by front-line tech support staff, I was able to speak to a manager.
I'll let you speak to a manager, but he's just going to tell you the same thing! Finally, I receive
total satisfaction from the tech support manager, Chris. I just need to send back the unit and
have it tested. Any time within 90 days, they would pay to have the system shipped back and
tested for free. Ninety percent were installation problems. So Jacobs changed the return policy
entirely too far the other way. Realizing this, Chris has been lobbying for moderation in the
policy, and offered the totally reasonable solution I even get a special RMA number that
includes an obvious "test this" character at the end. I'm nervous that--once back in the
factory--the Mileage Master will magically work again. I call Chris to get an update on the status
of the testing and return and receive some surprising news. My return was received and
accidentally sent to the grinder! About a week later, I received notification of the full refund.
Skip to main content. Related: jacobs electronics ignition jacobs electronics jacobs coil smokey
ram smokey ram intake. Include description. Chevrolet 1 Items 1. Jacobs 8 Items 8. Not
Specified 2 Items 2. Brand Type. Aftermarket Branded 9 Items 9. Genuine OEM 1 Items 1. Not
Specified 1 Items 1. Fitment Type. Direct Replacement 1 Items 1. Not Specified 8 Items 8. No
Warranty 4 Items 4. Not Specified 7 Items 7. New 58 Items Used 15 Items Please provide a valid
price range. Buying Format. All Listings Accepts Offers Auction 1. Buy It Now Item Location. US
Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns.
Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee.
More filters Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. See search results that fit
your vehicle. Select Vehicle Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Buy It Now.
Free returns. Almost gone. Last one. Benefits charity. Shipping not specified. Leave feedback
about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated:
Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for
international shipping options and costs. All in all, I was impressed off the bat with the quality
of product I received. Follow along now with the installation process and see just how easy it
was for us to upgrade the ignition system in our K-5 Blazer. You will see that Jacobs has taken
every effort to making this ignition upgrade a snap for even the beginner to do for him or
herself. First, we disconnected the battery terminals. Next was to mount the Omni Magnum to
the fenderwell. This proved to be the best location for our application. Per the instructions, we
then mounted the trigger to a flat, stable location. The trigger is used for our application
because the OEM ignition coil is an external unit and the trigger converts the high voltage
output into a signal that automatically turns on as well as tells Omni the appropriate time to fire
a spark. Now, the important note here is that the trigger cannot be farther than 18 inches from
the OEM coil. There is a lead that is installed now from the trigger to the tower on the OEM coil,

after the original coil to distributor wire is disconnected. Next, connect the new high voltage
wire from the Omni Magnum to the center post on the distributor. This wire is pre-made and is
already located on the Omni Magnum. The plug wires were the next step. We took each of the
original wires off one at a time so not to mix up any cylinders. Each of the wires was made to fit
by the length I needed because of the future install of wire looms. Each wire had to have a
Uni-clip installed in the end of each wire that straddles the conductive core. The biggest note
here, per the instructions, is not to pierce the conductive core. Make sure that the uni-clip is in a
horizontal position when the boot is installed on the wire see illustrations in instructions. Before
the wires can be installed, the spark plugs need to be gapped at. After those two tricky steps,
with the ignition key off, slowly install the amp fuse provided in the kit. We took the time to
check the distributor timing and took it for a test drive. I was amazed with the improvements
made to my Blazer after the installation. The truck did have an unusual miss at idle and had a
long crank time to start. Now all of these problems are gone. The pick-up and hole shots have
improved immensely since the installation. We took the time to run some quarter mile tests
before and after the installation of the Jacobs ignition system. We used a Vericom computer
and a chassis dyno to measure where the true horsepower countsâ€¦ at the rear wheels. The
stock set up provided us with a blistering After the Jacobs system was installed, we headed
back to the track and the chassis dyno. We were pleased to see our new results- the quarter
mile time dropped to Not a Corvette by any stretch, but a noticeable improvement was
accomplished. The truck is primarily used for rock crawling, and the new low-end torque is
gladly accepted. The Jacobs people held up to their end of the bargain. It provided me with all of
the fixes they promised and I am very satisfied, as I would expect you would be too. If you are
interested in seeing guaranteed results about your vehicle from Jacobs, please call for a free
report. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Especially those that make claims to improve your
vehicles performance in one way or another. Well, I decided to give it a whirl and called Jacobs
Electronics Their ads caught my eye with their prominent money back guarantee of instantly
curing all misfires, loss of performance, erratic idle, off idle stumbles and increasing your fuel
mileage. I spoke to Anita Matthews and she went over pretty much what the magazine ads had
stated and told me that I would definitely feel and notice a difference in performance. The Omni
Magnum itself is a work of art. I was impressed with the quality of the milling work of the
aluminum case. The electronics are encapsulated in epoxy which is how they get to their water,
vibration, and contamination proof guarantee. Jacobs is the only company to offer a metal core
with less than ohms per foot lowest of any wire available , a vacuum-deposited Teflon coating
that protects against contaminants such as oil and other caustic agents, pure silicon insulation,
and a unique boot vulcanization process that fuses together with the wires own insulation. They
also provide a special Perma-slip grease so that the wires will never stick to the porcelain of the
spark plug. Installation We mounted the Omni Magnum on the fenderwell horizontal to the
length of the truck. Although probably not necessary. Simply take your wires and secure them
in a vice or something stable that you can pull on. Next, install your wires into the chuck of a
drill and tighten. Finally, twist away! Just be sure not to twist the wires too much that it
damages the metal core of the wire. The ends of the wires will twist more than the center so be
sure that you have a few extra inches of wire that you can clip off if you need to. Approximately
1 to 2 twists per inch should be your maximum. Final Analysis I was amazed with the
improvements made to my Blazer after the installation. Jacobs Electronics a Mr. Gasket
Company Memphis Ave. Much easier than the competitors. Ease of Use Fire the motor and
enjoy. Performance As advertised and guaranteed. No lies! Durability Approximately miles and
no problems to report. Appearance Stunning. As stated above, the machine work on the Omni
Magnum and trigger are impressive. You bet! To install a product that lives up to its promise is
refreshing. Tools Required Drill and small bits, Phillips head screw driver, and small wrenches.
These tools vary slightly depending on your vehicle. Editors Notes I was optimistic at best. But,
after having this system for 1, plus miles now, I love it. I made a long road trip with it and had no
problems at all. And on a personal note, I want to thank everyone at Jacobs that I dealt with on
the phone. All were very professional and polite with assistance I needed. Rick Webster. Corsa
Performance Diesel Exhaust April 4, Tom Woods Custom Driveshafts June 17, Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. We mounted the Omni Magnum on the
fenderwell horizontal to the length of the truck. Have you ever wondered how the stereo shops
twist wires together so neatly? Gasket Company. Drill and small bits, Phillips head screw driver,
and small wrenches. I was optimistic at best. John, You Rock! Thanks again for the great deals
and speedy service. Really appreciate it. John, Thanks again for making Colton's dream come
true! The truck is in the body shop, the cowl hood arrived and the new engine you built is John,
Thanks a lot! Great Personalized service. Two year champion in modified tractor pulling classes

named "Watch This Trick". Chrysler Hemi. Thanks for the Great Service! Thanks mate! John, I
am very pleased with the brake conversion. The kit was very easy to install and I didn't have any
problems and look very good as Thanks so John, I can't emphasize this enough, but without the
help you're getting me I could not have afforded my dream engine! I literally have cringed when
Your runs like a dream. I think we are well over the hp side, a new hp mustang could not
overcome, it is a beast. I am very happy with the I just wish there were more guys like you
around for us gen3 guys. Most just want a sale and don't care to actually help let alone give
advice or Thanks for everything! Thank you for that quick and informative response. Must be
why you are always recommended. Thanks for everything John. The headers are great! Great
parts and service! Thanks John.. Thanks a lot John! I have never had any problems with John
on any transaction. One of the few vendors I have never had a single problem with. Including
paying overnight We will be doing business again. At Nationals 6. Thanks for the Great Mopar
Service! You are the only guy who I trust to do the most important thing I'll ever do to my
Roadrunner, a car that means more to me than any inanimate object Southeast Performance
has coupled its vast knowledge and many years of experience with numerous makes of racing
engines and high performance marine engine packages. By selecting and dyno testing the
finest aftermarket components available, we take the guesswork out of deciding which parts
work best together as a package. Coupled with the Southeast Performance high standard of
quality every engine is a work of art. Each engine package is set up to offer the broadest
horsepower, torque and drivability in its rpm range. If you are looking for a performance edge or
are developing a custom application, then Southeast Performance cylinder head porting is for
you. Combining the right equipment with talented, experienced people, Southeast Performance
has created many high flowing cylinder head, intake manifold and engine packages, which can
be found in various street and professional racing classes today. Southeast Performance also
offers cylinder head repairs along with customized performance airflow solutions for most
vehicles, and motorcycles. We spend an extensive amount of time with each customer. By
listening to the customer, we can understand their wants and needs helping us to determine
which engine package best fits their application. At Southeast Performance , we take great
interest in the various components that have an effect on your engines performance. We also
advise, supply and pass along tips to our customers as to what other components headers, fuel
systems, etc. Just as a great home run hitter cannot guarantee a World Series ring if the rest of
the team is mediocre, a great engine needs a supporting cast of quality and equally matched
components to ensure the desired results. Southeast Performance main goal is to create an
engine package they will perform to its maximum potential. The end result is that we have a
totally satisfied customer. Contact us for information on your specific application. Mopar
Catalog Mopar Performance Catalog. Services Engines Cylinder Head Porting. Search
Advanced Search. Customers Jared B. View All Customers. Add your information. Featured
Products 5. Trick Flow Mopar Cylinder heads. Dodge Magnum Stroker Engines. Striker Cylinder
Heads. Fidanza Clutches. Carburetor Performance Modifications. K1 Technologies Rotating
Assemblies. Viper GenV 9. R3 Engine Blocks. Molnar Technologies. Competition Cams. Wiseco
Pistons. Belanger Headers. Callies Cranks. Southeast Performance Disc Brake Conversion.
Holley Carburetors. Chrysler 6. Diamond Pistons. MSD Digital Ignitions. Trick Flow Cylinder
Heads. South Bend Clutches. Dodge Viper Custom Throttle Bodies. Powered by Zen Cart. Parse
Time: 0. Here are the pics and install notes from the installation of a Jacob's Electronics Pro
Street Ultra Team ignition system on my Highrider with L35 4. Jacob's suggested that I use the
Pro Street unit instead of the Mileage Master due to the other modifications I have made to my
truck. If you call them and tell them what you have done to your truck they will recommend the
proper set for you. Before you read through this all - an overall impression of the system is that
it does require a good amount of money, work, and patience to get it working properly.
However, once you get it working, the thing rules and the truck runs awesome. It had never
been powered up, but since it was opened they gave me a deal on the price and a full warranty.
The first step was to mount the Pro Street Computer Module. The only room I could find under
the hood to mount the computer module was on top of the heater core and fan housing. This
area provides several advantages in that no existing components had to be removed or
relocated in order to mount the module. The module fits snugly between the heater core, fan
housing, and the rubber hood seal at the back. I ground down the corner of the module that sits
on the fan housing so that it wouldn't wear through. I then used the four screws supplied with
the unit to secure the module to the heater core. Before I predrilled, I took the heater core apart
far enough to ensure that I wouldn't be drilling or screwing into anything that could be
damaged. The four screws are all along one side, but with the way the unit is supported and
held in place by the hood seal on the back, this is a very stable mount. Here are several pictures
of the installed computer module. The next step was to install the new Ultra Coil. The only space

I found for mounting this was on the driver's side fender well. It took some creative twisting and
turning to get it in there past the brake lines, but once in place it fits fine. I drilled holes into the
fender and used the four screws Jacob's supplied to mount it to the fender. One problem I
encountered here was that when I closed the hood, the vacuum reservoir hit the coil and
wouldn't let the hood close. In order to solve this, I removed the reservoir and its little mounting
bracket that was attached to the hood. I then took the mounting bracket and attached it to the
plastic wire guard above the brake booster. I then mounted the reservoir to the old bracket in
the new location, ran the vacuum lines in a safe location and everything fit great. The last step
is to run the new wire from the Ultra Coil to the stock distributor. Here are two pictures of the
installed Ultra Coil and relocated vacuum reservoir. The third step was to install the secondary
trigger. It is the small blue box you can see mounted on the firewall with the "plug wire" going
from it to the top of the stock coil. This is the device that converts the OEM spark signal into a
signal that is fed to the new coil. The new coil uses this as its timing signal. Another important
function of the secondary trigger is to tell the coil and computer module when to power up. In
order to do this, you must tap into the positive wire coming into the stock coil. Double check
that this wire is dead when the key is in the "off" position and live when the key is in the "run"
and in the "start" positions. If the wire is not live when the key is in the "start" position, the
trigger will not tell the coil to fire until after you let go of the key possibly starting the engine at
that point. The fourth step was to install the new Autolite copper core spark plugs gapped at.
Once this was completed, I also installed the new plug wires supplied by Jacob's as part of the
Ultra Team kit. Here is a picture showing the new wires going through the stock wire locators.
They are bigger than OEM wires so it takes some effort to get them into the old locators. The
final step was to install the wiring accessories for the computer module. There is a row of small
terminals on the side of the computer module. One of these is a ground. In order to activate the
different features, all you have to do is ground the other terminals to the one ground terminal. I
hooked up three of the features on my truck. The first feature was a full throttle switch which
puts the computer and coil into "high output" 65, volt mode for a limited amount of time.
Jacob's says to mount this switch under the gas pedal, but I put mine right on the throttle body
so that when you are at wide open throttle, the throttle linkage makes the switch which grounds
that terminal on the computer module, sending it into high output mode. I had to custom
fabricate a bracket which I plan on painting black the next time I have a chance. Here are a few
pics of the bracket and switch. The second feature that I installed was a hidden security switch.
This lets you disable the ignition when you will be away from the vehicle. It allows you to start
the truck and drive it for several feet before it begins misfiring select cylinders. This continues
for a few more seconds at which time it misfires more and more cylinders until the engine dies.
It sort of seems like you are running out of gas. Then when you try to start the truck again, the
whole system is disabled and won't allow the engine to start. I'd show picture of the switch and
tell how to disable this function, but that would sort of defeat the whole "security" purpose of
this feature. The third feature was a diagnostic LED light that tells you what the computer
module is doing. I ran the wires up through the dash and installed the light in the upper right
corner near the gauge cluster. The light is on steady during normal operation. When the
computer module gets a signal full throttle, security switch, etc. Noted Improvements:. No more
"pinging" with 87 octane gas. Le
high to low converter wiring diagram
harley davidson evo motor exploded view
taotao 50 wiring diagram
ss carbon in the exhaust. Idles very smoothly now. No more "dead spot" between and rpm. Top
end of rev range is much smoother - the engine doesn't sound like it is struggling so much.
Noticeable, but not huge, improvement in acceleration and torque. Small mpg improvement - I
haven't been keeping accurate enough records to report. One thing about this though is that
Jacob's has been keeping a case file of my problem. I have been on the phone with the
technician several times and he has always been helpful. It has even gotten to the point of them
sending me upgraded "Ultra Suppression" plug wires and coil wires at no cost. We have
narrowed it down to FM interference coming through the antenna and not through the charging
system. This problem hasn't been resolved. I'm thinking that the only way to fix it will be to
move the control box away from the antenna to reduce the interference. Visit angelfire.
Questions, comments, suggestions? Send mail to: Scott Braemer. Last Updated 06 September

